Oracy at St Ann’s

"Oral language is the medium we use to
make friends, earn a living and become participating members of the community. It is
through speech that we assimilate the
thoughts and opinions, ideas, emotions, humour, wisdom, common sense and even moral
and spiritual values of those around us”.

Our Vision
At St. Ann’s Church of England Primary School, we
believe that Oracy should be woven into the very fabric of our school. We want Oracy not just to be a
core part of our Curriculum, but an integral aspect
of the culture at St Ann’s. This will ensure our pupils
are prepared to embark on their life journey as confident communicators. This will lead them to the
highest professions and echelons of society.

Oracy within the National Curriculum
Speaking and Listening (Oracy)

Become effective listeners, who can focus, concentrate on
and respond to the spoken word.

Identify key points in a discussion and recall and evaluate what they have heard.

Recognise characteristics of various types of language.

Speak with confidence, adapting their speech to suit the
purpose and audience.

Gain and hold the attention of audiences by being clear,
confident, and expressive speakers, using formal English
where appropriate.

What does Oracy look like at St Ann’s?

Planning and Delivery of Oracy
At St. Ann’s we use a framework for
the teaching and assessment of speaking
skills. Unlike previous frameworks for
speaking and listening, this framework is skills-based
and can be used in any context. It provides a simple,
common approach for teachers and children to plan
their Oracy, execute it and provide feedback to each
other. The Oracy Framework isolates the key components of spoken language, breaking them into four
different areas: physical, social and emotional, linguistic and cognitive. Each year group has an Oracy
Long Term Plan. The plan outlines the six types of
speaking that will be taught during the year and the
objectives to be covered. The objectives contained within each speaking type are progressive. The speaking
types are: instruction, discussion, explanation, reasoning, negotiation and persuasion.

Our ‘Speak Its’
Speak Its are planned Oracy opportunities woven into our Curriculum. They span over all curriculum areas and cover English Speaking and Listening skills. When we have looked at all
possible Oracy opportunities teachers may give children, they
clearly fall into 6 key categories. It is these that we will share
with children and refer to in planning. All 6 ‘Speak Its’ allow
children to demonstrate the 4 Oracy Strands we assess upon.
These ‘Speak Its’ are:
Talk It!
Drama It! (taught specifically through a bespoke
Drama Curriculum)
Role Play It!
Present It!
Critique It!
P4C It!
*Teachers please note: The icons are known to the children and
should be referred to whenever a Speak It is happening. Icons
should also be present on any Speak It evidence in books.

